TOP 5 INTERIOR FEATURES
1. EZ Sweep – carpet free slideroom floor
2. Value Hide - E-center with hidden valuable storage area
3. Select a Style – Reversible booth cushions – We pick the comfort, you pick the color!
4. Comfort select 72” x 80” residential king bed mattress
5. Soft Glow backlit Fascia

TOP 5 EXTERIOR FEATURES
1. All New Super King Kong sized storage
2. “Rock Block” Galvanized metal under wheel wells
3. 4” thick vacuum bond laminated roof
4. 2” Azdel fortified sidewalls with “stay cool technology”
5. Wide Traxx Suspension

The Azdel and aluminum components of our laminated sidewall weigh less than wood. This process adds strength and durability that others are sacrificing by using heavy and less durable materials.

All bedrooms come standard with a residential headboard, under-bed storage and outlets on both nightstands.

Our kitchens are equipped with Infinity edge countertops, stainless steel sink and top of the line appliances.

For more information and to take a virtual walk-through, visit www.heartlandrvs.com
When it comes to RVing, storage is at a premium. Our King Kong sized pass through storage provides you with up to 67.5 cubic feet of storage.

Fresh new interior with lighter floors and cabinets, designer accent walls, upgraded furniture and additional lighting features.

Our kitchens are equipped with Infinity edge countertops, stainless steel sink and top of the line appliances.

The Azdel and aluminum components of our laminated sidewall weigh less than wood. This process adds strength and durability.